
   
Y2 English Distance Teaching and Learning 

 
Week beginning: 11th May 2020 
 

Lesson 1 

Learning Intention 
WALT use the simple past 
tense and simple present 

tense. 
 

 

Key Vocabulary: 
verb 
past 

present 
tense 

prefix 
suffix 
proper nouns 

What you will need: 
Pen 
Coloured pens/pencils 

Writing book or lined paper 
Y2 English Week 4 Lesson 1 

Video  

Starter 
Watch the video 

Please use this text from last week and list all the nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs and 

conjunctions you can find.  

 

I’m going to the shops today. My friend Lucy will be going too. She’s a lovely girl. She’ll get the 
bus there but I’ll go by train. We’re going to get some tasty lunch in town. I’m going to bring an 
umbrella because it’s going to rain. We’ll be meeting my sister and her friends this afternoon 

because they’re going shopping too. My mum cannot collect us so we’ll get the bus home. We’ll 
have to be home at seven o’clock this evening and we’ll not be late. 

  
 

noun adjective verb adverb conjunction 

shops 

lunch 
 

 going 

 

  

 

Main Teaching 
Watch the video 
  
The present tense tells us that something is true at this point. 

The past tense tells us about something that finished happening in the past (even if less than a 
minute ago!).  It is really important that we recognise the verb in a sentence. 

 
To show that something happened in the past the verb changes in a sentence. Usually we add 
‘ed’ to the verb.  

BUT some verbs are irregular; we don’t add ‘ed’ and the spelling changes.  
 

 
 
Grandpa enjoys watching television. (present tense) 

 

Let’s rewrite this sentence using the past tense. 



   
 
Grandpa enjoyed watching television.   (past tense) 

 
 
My dog jumps over the fence.     (present tense) 

 
Rewritten in the past tense looks like this: 

 
My dog jumped over the fence.    (past tense) 

 

Independent Tasks 

Choose Challenge 1, 2 or 3 and then check your answers with the mark scheme. For an extra 
challenge try Challenge X. 

Challenge 1 

 

Add ‘ed’ to the end of each work to change it into the past tense. 

 
 

Now write a sentence for each word.  

Remember the ‘non-negotiables’ – sentences must start with a capital letter and end with a full 
stop (or question mark or exclamation mark). 
  
e.g. I talked on the phone to my teacher. 

 

Challenge 2 

 

Write these sentences in to the past tense by adding ‘ed’ to the verb.  
Remember, the verb is the ‘doing word’.  

 

1. The children play with the football.  

2. I walk to school everyday.  

3. I jump on the trampoline.  

4. I help my mum with the washing up.  

5. I change my clothes when I get home from school.  

6. The children talk to the teacher.  

7. I dance with my friend.  

8. I pour the milk on to my cornflakes.  



   
Challenge 3 

 
Please do challenge 2 first, then move on this challenge. 

 
Can you spot the errors in this piece of writing? It is meant to be in the past tense but the writer 

has made some mistakes. There are 7 mistakes to find! Once you have found them, please write 
them in your book. 
 

The children look out of the window. What on earth was that? A bizarre flying object was in the 
sky just above them. They jump up and ran towards the door, hoping to get a better view of the 

strange object. As they look up they realise it was glowing brightly like a star, but was moving 
across the sky as fast as a rocket. Was it a flying saucer? They listen carefully, they thought they 

could hear voices coming from the sky. The whole thing was very mysterious! Tom walk down the 
path, closer and closer to the thing. He was sure that it was a space ship! He look up again, this 
time, just in time to see a small green head poking out of one of the windows. ‘An alien!’ he 

thought to himself. 
  

Challenge X 

 

In Challenge 3, ‘looked’ has been used three times. Rewrite these sentences but make them 
more interesting by using more interesting synonyms (words that still mean ‘looked’). 
 

1. The children looked out of the window.  
2. As they looked up they realised it was glowing brightly like a star. 

3. He looked up again just in time to see a small green head poking out of one of the  
windows. 

Review 

 

Look at questions 5 and 7 in Challenge 2. What do you notice that is different to the way the ‘ed’ 
suffix is added? 

 
Copy and complete these sentences to explain how to get it right. 
 

To show that something happened in the past, the verb changes in a sentence. Usually we add 
‘ed’ to the verb unless … 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 



   
Mark Scheme – Lesson 1 

 
Starter  
 

noun adjective verb adverb conjunction 

shops/shopping 

friend/friends  

Lucy (proper 

noun) 

girl 

bus 

train 

lunch 

town 

umbrella 

rain 

sister 

afternoon 

mum 

evening 

lovely 

tasty 

going/go 

get 

bring 

rain 

meeting 

collect 

get 

be 

late but   

because 

 

 

 

 

 

Independent Tasks 

Challenge 1 

 
played  walked  jumped 

talked  poured  listened 
looked  sprinted  changed 

 
Sentences written in the past tense (using capital letters and full stops). 
 

Challenge 2 

 

1. The children played with the football.  

2. I walked to school everyday.  

3. I jumped on the trampoline.  

4. I helped my mum with the washing up.  

5. I changed my clothes when I get home from school.  

6. The children talked to the teacher.  

7. I danced with my friend.  

8. I poured the milk on to my cornflakes.  

 



   
Challenge 3 

 
The children looked out of the window. What on earth was that? A bizarre flying object 

was in the sky just above them. They jumped up and ran towards the door, hoping to get 

a better view of the strange object. As they looked up they realised it was glowing 

brightly like a star, but was moving across the sky as fast as a rocket. Was it a flying 

saucer? They listened carefully, they thought they could hear voices coming from the 

sky. The whole thing was very mysterious! Tom walked down the path, closer and closer 

to the thing. He was sure that it was a space ship! He looked up again, this time, just in 

time to see a small green head poking out of one of the windows. ‘An alien!’ he thought 

to himself. 

 

Challenge X 

Examples of suitable synonyms for looked: peered, stared, gazed, watched 

 

1. The children peered out of the window.  

2. As they stared up they realised it was glowing brightly like a star. 

He gazed up again just in time to see a small green head poking out of one of the 

windows. 

 

Review 

 

Simply adding the ‘ed’ suffix to verbs ending in ‘e’ would not work. 

For example, changeed  and danceed.  

 

To show that something happened in the past, the verb changes in a sentence. Usually 

we add ‘ed’ to the verb unless it ends in ‘e’ then we need to just add the ‘d’ so that it 
doesn’t like ‘seed’. 
 

 
 


